Picture Books

Ace Lacewing, Bug Detective
J PICTURE BIEDrzycki

Ace Lacewing, Bug Detective: Bad Bugs Are My Business
J PICTURE BIEDrzycki

Henry’s Freedom Box
J OLDER READER PICTURE LEVINE

The Summer My Father Was Ten
J PICTURE BRISSON

The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs
J PICTURE SCIESZKA

Fiction

Aliens Ate My Homework
J FICTION COVILLE

Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery
J FICTION HOWE

Bunnicula Strikes Again!
J FICTION HOWER

By The Shores of Silver Lake
J FICTION WILDER

Crenshaw
J FICTION APPLEGATE

Fudge-a-Mania
J FICTION BLUME

Ghosthunters and the Gruesome Invincible Lightning Ghost!
J FICTION FUNKE

Ghosthunters and the Muddy Monster of Doom!
J FICTION FUNKE

Ghosthunters and the Totally Moldy Baroness!
J FICTION FUNKE

James and the Giant Peach
J FICTION DAHL

Little House on the Prairie
J FICTION WILDER

My Big Fat Zombie Fish
J FICTION O’HARA

Soupys Saturdays with the Pain & the Great One
J FICTION BLUME

Surprises According to Humphrey
J FICTION BIRNEY

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
J FICTION BLUME

Waiting for the Magic
J FICTION MACLACHLAN

The Year of the Rat
J FICTION LIN

Graphic Novels

Amulet: The Stonekeepers
J GRAPHIC NOVEL FICTION KIBUISHI

Amulet: The Stonekeeper’s Curse
J GRAPHIC NOVEL FICTION KIBUISHI

Babymouse: Monster Mash
J GRAPHIC NOVEL FICTION HOLM
Biographies

Barnum’s Bones: How Barnum Brown Discovered the Most Famous Dinosaur in the World
J B BROWN FER

Nelson Mandela
J EASY B MANDELA NEL

The Noisy Paint Box: Colors and Sounds of Kandinsky’s Abstract Art
J EASY B KANDINSKY ROS

Who is Michelle Obama?
J B OBAMA STI

Who Was John F. Kennedy?
J B KENNEDY MCD

Who Was Walt Disney?
J B DISNEY STE

Who Was William Shakespeare?
J B DISNEY SHAKESPEARE MAN

Wilma Unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph Became the World’s Fastest Woman
J EASY B RUDOLPH KRU

Nonfiction

Every Thing On It: Poems and Drawings
J 811.54 SIL

The Man Who Walked Between the Towers
J EASY 791.34 GER

Sir Cumference and All the King’s Tens
J 513.211 NEU

Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi
J 516.15 NEU

Sir Cumference and the First Round Table
J 516 NEU

Sir Cumference and the Great Knight of Angleland
J 516 NEU

Sir Cumference and the Isle of Immeter
J 516 NEU

Sir Cumference and the Sword in the Cone
J 516 NEU

What Was the Underground Railroad?
J 973.7115 MCD

Where the Sidewalk Ends
J 811 SIL